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The Making Museum project will build on the success of the Creative Museum project.

It will extend and further develop the training opportunities re: Museomix and Maker-in-Residence.

The Making Museum project will provide a sustainable platform for the dissemination of the Toolkits through a range of activities (workshops, conferences, etc.).

The Making Museum will offer the opportunity to share the lessons learnt and skills acquired.
**TO COLLECT & ANALYSE**
Identify, compare, analyse creative practices in Europe; to produce recommendations for museum professionnels

**TO DISCOVER & LEARN**
To explore ways to bridge the gap between participatory web culture and cultural institutions through peer-to-peer training programmes

**TO EXPERIMENT**
A maker-in-residence programme to connect makers and digital talents with museums

**TO EVALUATE & SHARE**
Be inspired by start-up approaches based on iteration and align with maker culture to share ideas and knowledge as freely as possible
Impact of Creative Museum

- Brought the museum to another venue
- Open dialogue with Science Gallery Dublin
- Festival of Curiosity partnership in July 2015-2018 Contact with TOG Hackerspace Dublin
- Other local Makers in community
- Museum Next fringe event April 2016 & other related events
- Museums and Makers met in a new space
Museums & Makers Inspiring Each Other 2016 & 2018

- Training event for museum practitioners and makers
- Explore how to engage with museum collections with external creatives
- Co-create ideas similar to incubation lab
- Encourage dialogue and collaboration
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB_Fx54je9k](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB_Fx54je9k) and [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nAqBHKHhHM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nAqBHKHhHM)
Maker-in-Residence 2016

- Projection mapping installation
- Creative collaboration CBL & creative technologist
- Kris had access to online images from database
- Opened the Library for installation and fine-tuning
- Projection mapping open to the public
- Workshops for adults, teens & TOG Hackerspace
Creative Collaborations with local Makers

- Co-designing workshops for teens & kids
- Cap Sciences, Oct 2016 Maker-in-Residence from Ireland & follow-up workshop for teens
- Maker-in-Residence 2017 San Jose twinning Japanese & Celtic knots. Workshops for teens
- Maker-in-Residence July 2018
- San Jose Twinning 2019
Creative Lab & Blog
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- Education Blog:
  - https://chesterbeattyeducation.wordpress.com/resources/